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Synopsis

Updated in its 4th edition, Global Issues is a current and topical look at the forces driving globalization. From democratization, human rights, and global finance to terrorism, pandemics, and climate change, this text surveys global problems that transcend boundaries and are challenging the international system. This is the only text of its kind to place complex issues into comprehensive context and thus explain the growing political, economic, and cultural interdependence visible in the headlines and in readers’™ lives.
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Customer Reviews

The book was correct but as I started looking through the pages they started falling out so I had to tape them back in. Other then that it was a great rent due to saving about 60.00 from having to purchasing it from the book store.

Although this book was at a very good price, the downloaded version was not compatible with any device that I owned. I even downloaded the kindle app on my phone, computer and tablet, stil would not work. Be careful when purchasing this download, I wasted my money!

Book is a good read. Very easy to understand. Terms and definitions very helpful. Highly recommended to other interested students.
The book has good flow and keeps you engaged throughout each chapter. I bought it for ECON 4560 at OSU & have been reading it on my laptop (love the search feature and auto citation that the kindle reader provides)

These books came just as order and detailed, nice neat and compact. They were right on point, and right on time, inexpensive compared to the school price I would recommend them. Yolanda

Rented it. Great book with chalk full of relevant information on global isssues. I haven't read it all with classes going on and all, but hope to finish it.

This is my son first yr in college and it was great to not have to spend a million dollars on a book. I really like that u can rent books. I will do this every semester as long as has the books.

Its a pretty good book, covers a large volume of material, has alot of terms thou
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